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We prove constructively duality theorems of linear and quadratic programming 
in the combinatorial setting of oriented matroids. One version of our algorithm for 
linear programming has the interesting feature of maintaining feasibility. The 
development of the quadratic programming duality result suggests the study of 
properties of square matrices such as symmetry and positive semi-definiteness in the 
context of oriented matroids. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper extends to the combinatorial setting of oriented matroids 
duality results and algorithms for both linear and quadratic programming. 
It is an outgrowth of the author’s earlier work [17], in which some basic 
theorems and algorithms of linear complementarity were generalized to this 
abstract framework. Unfortunately, the conditions imposed in [ 171 (which 
guarantee the existence of a solution to the linear complementary problem) 
are too strong to encompass two of its most important special cases, 
namely linear and quadratic programming. Here we treat these cases 
directly. 
The possibility of extending linear programming duality results to a 
purely combinatorial setting was envisioned by Rockafellar [ 151 in his 
work on elementary vectors. Oriented matroids have since been 
axiomatized independently by Bland, Las Vergnas, and Folkman and 
Lawrence; see [ 1, 3, 7, 10, 121. Lawrence [ 121 gave a nonconstructive 
proof of the abstract linear programming duality result, and Bland [2] 
devised a finite pivoting rule that established the theorem constructively. 
Related algorithms were developed by Edmonds and Fukuda; see [S]. 
When these methods are applied to linear programming problems over 
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ordered fields (which we will call real linear programming problems), they 
maintain feasibility. However, in the case of general nonrepresentable 
oriented matroids, they may become infeasible from a feasible start; see 
Fukuda [S] and Jensen [9]. One variant of the algorithm we present 
always maintains feasibility once attained. Another noteworthy feature is 
that, although the linear complementarity approach usually deals with a 
large system obtained by combining primal and dual feasibility restrictions, 
this variant can be implemented using primal simplex tableaus as in [2]. 
For real linear programming problems, it becomes a simplex method in 
which the choices of both the entering and leaving variables require 
minimum ratio tests. Our algorithm can be viewed as a version of 
Dantzig’s parametric self-dual algorithm [5]; the particular variant above 
corresponds to perturbing the objective function coefficients and right-hand 
sides by vectors of powers of some sufficiently small positive E instead of 
the usual (and self-dual) vectors of ones. With the perturbations via vectors 
of ones, Dantzig’s method does not always maintain feasibility once 
attained; a suitable assignment of powers of E (so that the right-hand-side 
perturbations are dominated by those of the objective function coefficients) 
guarantees that feasibility is maintained. 
Quadratic programming has not previously been considered in the con- 
text of oriented matroids. One main reason is that the objective function, as 
the sum of a linear and a quadratic form, cannot correspond to an element 
of a “primal” oriented matroid. It is necessary to proceed directly to the 
optimality conditions. These conditions, however, do consist of just linear 
restrictions together with suitable nonnegativity and complementary 
slackness constraints, and can be expressed in terms of an oriented matroid 
corresponding to both primal and dual problems. 
Another difficulty is that real quadratic programming involves notions 
such as symmetry and positive semi-definiteness that are not yet defined for 
oriented matroids. We shall see that these conditions can be expressed 
solely in terms of sign properties. Thus some of the work here, together 
with results in [17], lays the foundation for a study of the properties of 
“square” oriented matroids, corresponding to those generated by matrices 
[Z, -M] with M square, extending concepts such as symmetry, definiteness, 
and eigenvalues for square matrices. We will continue this line of research 
elsewhere. However, we note here that one crucial result (Lemma 7.2(b)) 
used for deriving our quadratic programming duality theorem is the orien- 
ted matroid analogue of the following trivial matrix result. If G and H are 
symmetric and positive semi-definite of orders n and m and A is m x n, then 
[S -GA] 
is positive semi-definite. 
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Finally, we note that analytical methods such as compactness arguments 
have been used more in quadratic than in linear programming, where it is 
known that algebraic (and purely combinatorial) methods sufice. Our 
proofs show that this is also true in the quadratic case. 
Oriented matroids abstract the sign properties of linear dependence. We 
know consider real linear and quadratic programming problems and their 
duals, and state duality results for them using as far as possible just the 
sign properties of vectors, rather than their values. The abstract versions of 
these results are stated in Section 2. 
First, consider the dual linear programming problems 
(LP) 
max C=X min bTy 
A&b, um AT@C, 
x b 0, Y b0, 
where A is an m x n matrix and the vectors b, c, x, and y are of appropriate 
size. The strong duality theorem states that, if both problems are feasible, 
then each has an optimal solution and the optimal values are equal. To 
express this result in language using just sign properties we first write (LP) 
as 
max so 
(LP’) 
lo-CT0 
OIA-b 
= 0, 
s,>,o, l<k<m+n, Sm+n+l= 1 
and similarly (LD) as 
max t n+m+l 
(LD’) 8 -btT ; ; = 0, 
to = 1, t, > 0, l<k<m+n. 
Now let S be the subspace of vectors s = (so,..., s, +n+ 1) satisfying the 
homogeneous equations of (LP’) and T the subspace of vectors 
t= (to,..., L+n+ 1 ) satisfying those of (LD’)). Note that S and T are 
orthogonal complements. Thus (LP’) and (LD’) are equivalent to 
r  (LP”) 
max so, s E s, s,aO, l<k<m+n, Sm+n+l=l, 
(LD”) max tm+n+l, tES’, tka0, l<kfm+n, &=I. 
The duality result can now be stated as 
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THEOREM 1.1. Exactly one of (I), (II) below holds: 
(I) There exist s* E S and t* E T with sz + n + 1 > 0, to* > 0, and for 
k= l,..., m+n, s,* 20, tt 20, and sttt =O. 
(II) There exists t E T with to = 0, fk 2 0, k = l,..., m + n, and 
f ,,, + n + 1 > 0, or there exists SE S with S, > 0, S, 2 0, k = l,..., m + n, and 
Sm+n+l =0 (or both). 
If (I) holds, a resealing of s* so that sz + n + 1 = 1 solves (LP’) and (LP”) 
and a similar resealing of t* solves (LD’) and (LD”). This follows easily 
from complementary slackness. If (II) holds then either t shows that (LP’) 
and (LP”) are infeasible or S shows that (LD’) and (LD”) are infeasible (or 
both). Note that the theorem refers only to the sign patterns of vectors s 
and t lying in complementary orthogonal subspaces and not to their values. 
Next we turn to quadratic programming. To exhibit symmetry between 
the primal and dual we use the dual problems of Cottle [4] which include 
those of Dorn [6] as a special case. Let G and H be symmetric positive 
semi-definite matrices of order n and m, respectively. Then consider 
max cTx - $ xTGx - i yTHy, 
(QP) Ax- Hy,<b, 
X20 
min bTy + $ xTGx + 1 yTHy, 
(QW Gx+ ATy>c, 
YbO 
If H = 0, the problems of Dorn [6] are recovered. 
The duality theory of Cottle [4] states that, if both problems are 
feasible, then each has an optimal solution and the optimal values are 
equal; moreover, the optimal solutions can be taken to be the same. To 
express this result using only sign properties we use the optimality con- 
ditions of (QP) and (QD). Let u, v be slack vectors of dimensions m and n 
and consider the subspace W of vectors w  = (u, D, y, x, p) satisfying 
u 
Z 0 -H A -b 1 ’ 0 Z -AT -G c 
0 
Y = 0. x 
P 
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Then the orthogonal complement W’- is given by 
=o. 
The duality result can now be expressed as 
THEOREM 1.2. Let W and W’ be as above, where G and H are sym- 
metric positive semi-definite. Then exactly one of (I), (II) below holds: 
(I) There is a w* = (u*, v*, y*, x*,p*)~ W with w* 30, u* l y* 
=t, *.x*= 0, and p* > 0. 
(II) There is a W = (U, 6, j, X, p) E W’ with W 2 0, p > 0 and either 
V=O andj=O or U=O and X=0. 
If (I) holds a resealing of w* so that p* = 1 yields an optimal solution 
(x*, y*) to both (QP) and (QD). If (II) holds with U=O and jj=O then 
U*H = 0, zi*A > 0 and UTb < 0 so that (QP) is infeasible; moreover, if (x, y) 
is feasible in (QD) then (x, y + Ati) shows that (QD) is unbounded. 
Similarly, if (II) holds with zi = 0 and X = 0 then (QD) is infeasible and 
(QP), if feasible, is unbounded. 
There remains one difficulty in expressing Theorem 1.2 in purely com- 
binatorial terms: the hypothesis on G and H. The symmetry is easily taken 
care of; it corresponds to a natural relationship between W and W’- when p 
is removed-one is the “switch” of the order, as we shall make precise in 
Section 2. Now, if G is symmetric, it is positive semi-definite iff it has 
no negative real eigenvalues, or equivalently iff there is no w  = 
(u, U, 0, x, 0) E W with U~X~ < 0 for all j and strict inequality for some j. We 
can similarly characterize the positive semi-definiteness of H by considering 
sign patterns of vectors in W. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 
our notation and states the two main Theorems, 2.1 and 2.2, generalizing 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Section 3 is concerned with 
lexicographic extensions of oriented matroids as introduced by Las 
Vergnas [ 111. In Section 4 we show that alternatives (I) and (II) of our 
main Theorem 2.1 correspond to the existence of certain configurations in 
an enlarged matroid. Section 5 completes the constructive proof of this 
result by showing that the complementary pivoting algorithm of [ 171 finds 
one or other of these configurations. This general algorithm operates on 
the enlarged matroid, which is obtained by patching together the primal 
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matroid (corresponding to the subspace S above) and its dual 
(corresponding to T) as in Seymour’s 2-sums [ 161. In Section 6 we show 
that a particular version of this general algorithm can be implemented 
using just the original primal matroid, and explain its application to real 
linear programming problems. Finally, in Section 7 we prove Theorem 2.2 
using the general algorithm. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
In this section we state the duality theorems for linear and quadratic 
programming in oriented matroids. We presume the reader is familiar with 
the basic definitions and properties of oriented matroids. See [3] for a 
detailed development or [ 171 for a statement of most of the results we 
shall need. We use the notation S= (S+, S) for a signed subset of E with 
positive and negative parts S+ and S-. The underlying set of S is denoted 
S. If Fis a subset of E, we write Fue and E\e for Iru (e} and r;\{e>, and 
if S is a signed subset of E we write S u e + (S u e- ) for the signed subset 
(S+ ue, S-) ((S+, S- ue)) and S\e for the signed subset (S+\e, S\e). 
We call a signed set S positive (negative) if its negative (positive) part is 
empty, and positive (negative) on F if S- n I; (S+ n F) is empty. 
We can now state the combinatorial generalization of Theorem 1.1. The 
circuits of the matroid AX can be considered as corresponding to the 
minimal linear dependencies among the columns of the matrix of (LP’). 
The elements f and g correspond to the first and the last columns of this 
matrix. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A?,= (E,, %fX) be an oriented matroid with dual 
M;F = (E,, ax). Let g and f be distinct elements of E,. Then exactly one of 
(I) and (II) below holds: 
(I) There exist CX E ‘SX and D, E gX with g E C,+ , C; c (f>, f E DX+ , 
Di c (g}, andGnD,c {jig}. 
(II) There exists 6, E ax with DX positive, g E D, and f $ D, or there 
exists c, E WX with c, positive, g q! c, and f E c, (or both). 
This result was first established by Lawrence [12]. Bland [2] gave an 
algorithmic proof via a finite pivoting rule. Related methods have been 
developed by Edmonds and Fukuda, see [S]. 
That (I) and (II) cannot both hold is clear by orthogonality of C, and 
& or DX and C,. Also, if f is a loop of AX (the underlying set of a one- 
element circuit) or g is a loop of .Mf then (II) holds trivially. We therefore 
can assume that f is independent in JtlX and g is independent in A;F. We 
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will then prove that (I) or (II) must hold using a generalization of a com- 
plementary pivoting algorithm (in the case of linear programming, this is 
the parametric self-dual algorithm of Dantzig [5]). 
The combinatorial generalization of Theorem 1.2 is more complicated 
to state. Let U= {ui ,..., u,), V= {vl ,..., un}, Y= {y, ,..., ym}, X= 
1 x1 ,..., x,}, and {p} be disjoint sets, and let E= Uu vu Yu X and 
& = Eup. A (signed) subset of ,!? is called complementary if it contains 
neither both Ui and yi for any i nor both vj and xj for any j. The com- 
plement of the element Ui (or uj, yi, or Xj) is yi (or Xj, Ui or Uj). A signed 
subset of Uu Y( vu X) is called strictly sign-reversing (ssr) if whenever it 
contains both ui and yi (both Uj and xi) it contains them with opposite 
signs, and this happens for at least one i (j). The switch of a signed subset 
of E is obtained as follows: First interchange all uls and y’s and all uis and 
xj’s in their appearances in the signed set, and then change signs on U u X. 
The switch of an oriented matroid on E is the matroid whose circuits are 
the switches of the original matroid. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A@ = (l?, @), where & is as above, be an oriented 
matroid with dual ($6). Let A? = A&I. Suppose 
(a) Uu V is a base of A; 
(b) A* is the switch of A%!; 
(c) there is no strictly sign-reversing subset in the signed span of the 
circuits of A\ Y/U nor of dY\X/ V. 
Then precisely one of (I), (II) below holds: 
(I) There is a positive complementary circuit e E @ with p E c. 
(II) There is a positive cocircuit 6 E $ with p E 6 and either 
(VuY)nfi=@ or (UuX)nfi=@. 
This theorem can be viewed as an extension of the Minty coloring 
property for oriented matroids [3], with all elements painted red and p 
distinguished. In (I), we add the restriction that the circuit be complemen- 
tary while in (II) the cocircuit must miss one part of the ground set. 
3. LEXICOGRAPHIC EXTENSIONS 
Here we merely summarize some results of [ 171 concerning 
lexicographic extensions of a given oriented matroid d = (E, C), as 
introduced by Las Vergnas [ 111. We also extend marginally the method of 
[ 171 for recognizing circuits in such an extension. 
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Let Jll = (E, %) be an oriented matroid, and let p be an element not in E. 
Let {e,, e2,..., ek> be independent in A. Then there is a unique extension 
d of J? to ,??= Eup (with the same rank) satisfying the property that: 
B is a cocircuit of & if 
(i) B is a cocircuit of JZ not meeting {el, e2,..., e,); or 
(ii) b = D up*, where D is a cocircuit of &’ meeting (e,, e2,..., e,), 
and p appears in fi with the same sign as the first ei in D. (Here D up+ 
denotes the signed set obtained by adjoining p to the positive part of D, 
and D up - is defined similarly.) 
We say p=lex(e e 1, 2 ,..., e,) extends J? to 1. If J# results from A by 
reversing the sign of p, we say p = -1ex (e,, e2,..., e,) or 
p=lex (-e,, -e2,..., -e,) extends JS? to J#, and so on. 
Note that all bases of & are bases of J#. Now suppose JY is represen- 
table, so that each element of E corresponds to a member of a vector space 
over an ordered field, with circuits corresponding to signed linear depen- 
dencies. Then A is also representable: if ei corresponds to the vector vi for 
i = 1, 2,..., k, then p corresponds to the vector Cf= lEivi for all sufficiently 
small positive E. 
The following simple propositions are proved in [ 171. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If p = lex (e, , e2,..., e,) extends A%+! to A&, then every 
circuit of A# containing p contains at least k + 1 elements. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If p = -1ex (e, , e2,..., e,) extends A to A#, then there 
is a positive circuit in JA? whose underlying set is (p, e,, e2,..., ek>. 
The following proposition extends Proposition 5.5 in [ 171. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let p = lex (e, , e 2 ,..., e,) extend &to A&?. Suppose c is 
a circuit of A%? with p E c+ and let B be a base of A containing &. Then, 
for each e E B, we have e E c+ or e E c- or e $ c according as the fundamen- 
tal cocircuit D of J& associated with the cobase E\B and e has ej E D - or 
eje D+ (where ej is thefirst ei in D) or (e,, e2,..., ek} nD=@. 
Proof Associated with D is a cocircuit b of 2. If the first ei in D, ej, 
lies in D*, then PED+, and since p~enfi~ (p,e), we have eEciT by 
orthogonality. If (e,, e2 ,..., ekj nD = 0, then fi = D and en0 c (e). 
Orthogonality then implies e $ %. 
(We will frequently use the above notation, as in “ej E D *,” for 
shorthand in proofs. In such cases, as above, the order of the plus and the 
minus is significant.) 
It is sometimes convenient to characterize the new circuits of A directly 
from those of ~4’. For this the following is useful. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Given a base B of a matroid JV = (E, 5??) and an 
element e E E, the representation of e in terms of the base B is the signed set 
Rlu (e, B) or R(e, B) defined as follows. If e E B, R(e, B) is positive with 
R+ (e, B) = {e} while if e # B, R(e, B) = -C\e, where C is the fundamental 
circuit associated with the base B and e(cf. with the columns of the matrix 
T(B) in [2]). 
Hence, if C is a circuit containing e and B a base containing C\e, then 
C= f (R(e, B) u e-). Recall that, for signed sets S, 7’, the composition 
So T has positive part S+ u (T+\S) and negative part S- u (T-\S). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let p = lex (e e 1, 2,S.., e,) extend AZ? to A? and let B be 
a base of A. Then Rd(p, B)=R,(el, B)oR,(e,, B)o --- oRJ(ek, B). 
Proof. Let e E B and let D be the fundamental cocircuit of associated 
with the cobase E\B and e. Then by Proposition 3.3, e E R’(p, B) iff the 
first ei in D lies in D’. Let this ei be ej. Then for i < j, e, 4 D and so 
e$R(e,, B). For i=j, we have eiED*. If e=e, we see eiED+ and 
e E R+(ei, B). If e # ei then ei E Df implies ei $ B, whence by orthogonality 
of D and the fundamental circuit C associated with B and ei we find 
ej E D” iff e E R’(ej, B). Moreover, the argument above shows that D does 
not meet (e,, e2 ,..., ek} iff no R(ei, B) contains e. 
4. THE COMPLEMENTARITY FRAMEWORK 
We consider here the case of linear programming in oriented matroids 
and show how the cases (I) and (II) of Theorem 2.1 correpond to certain 
complementary or almost complementary circuits in an enlarged matroid 
4. Hence assume we have an oriented matroid Mx = (E,, qx) with dual 
A$ = (E,, 9X) and two distinguished elements f and g in E,. As discussed 
below Theorem 2.1 we may assume without loss of generality that there is a 
basis in Ax containing f but not g; we shall suppose this is Uu f and 
denote E,\( Uuf u g) by X. 
The enlarged matroid J? is constructed as follows. Let 
U=( u1, f-42,..., u, > and X= {x,, x2,..., x,} and let Y = {yi, y2,..., y,) and 
v= {VI, vz,..., u, } be disjoint from each other and from E,. Let 
dy = (Ey, gy) be &f with U relabelled Y and X relabelled V (i.e., 
occurences of ui (xj) are replaced by occurrences of yi (2)). Thus 
E,= VuYu{Jg)and VugisabaseofJ&.Let~~=&f,Jlt,=JZ,lg, 
and~=~~@~~=(UuVuYuXufug,@~u#‘,)where@~and@,are 
the families of circuits of dx and J#~. We can think of 2X as the primal 
feasibility matroid, Jy as the dual feasibility matroid, and J# as the joint 
feasibility matroid. Finally, let J& = ( U u Vu Y u X up, @) be obtained 
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from 2 by first extending A# to A& by p = lex (f, g) and then deleting f and 
g, and let A=A\p. Let E= Uu Vu YuXand @=Eup. 
To illustrate this sequence of operations, consider the representable case. 
We then have 
fux g f y vg 
A#&+ [I A -bl, d&++[c -AT I] 
ux g f yv 
A IO 0 A -b 
A?++ 
0 I -AT 0 c 1 
uv Y xp 
IO 0 A 
cdY- 
0 1 I -AT 0 ’ uv Y x 
Note that the column corresponding to p would normally be written ( -,“b), 
where E is sufficiently small and positive, but by scaling the columns 
associated with Uu X we can instead assume E = 1. (In the quadratic case, 
this is no longer true and we must start with the matroid A@ as given.) 
Note the relationship between the matrix corresponding to J& and that 
defining W above Theorem 1.2. In fact, it is easy to show that Theorem 2.1 
follows from Theorem 2.2 using the lemma below and its corollary, but we 
have chosen to treat the “linear programming” context first because of the 
near separability of .A@ and because the algorithm we shall describe can be 
implemented using operations only in the original matroid Jlilx. 
The two theorems of this section show that certain configurations of cir- 
cuits of A# verify (I) or (II) of Theorem 2.1. First, we characterize the cir- 
cuits of A. 
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LEMMA 4.1. The circuits of A@ are precisely those signed sets that are 
either 
(a) circuits of AWx not containing g; 
(W circuits of JY not containing f, or 
(c) of the form +(~,~~~up’)~+(~X+u~Y+up, C;uc,), 
where c, u g+ is a circuit of A& and c, u f + is a circuit of AmY. 
Proof If a circuit c of &? does not contain p, then it is a circuit of A%! 
not containing f nor g. By the construction of A@, the circuit is then either 
of form (a) or of form (b). Conversely, any such signed set is clearly a cir- 
cuit of 2, hence of A@. Now suppose c is a circuit of A? containing p. 
Then there is a base B of 2 not containing f nor g but containing e\p 
(since Uu V is a base of A@ and of A@). By proposition 3.5, RA (p, B) = 
RAfdwxAg,B) = by (f, B~WJ Y)MR~ (g, Bn(UuX)). 
But then C is of form (c). The converse is similar, using B = B,u B,, 
where Bx is a base of A& containing C, and B, a base of 2, containing 
c,. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The bases of A@ are precisely the sets 8 = 
(Bx u 8 Y u p)\h, where 8, and BY are bases of Jx\g and AmY\J; respec- 
tively, and h E RJx( g, 8,) u Rd,,(f, 8,) up. Moreover, tf B is complemen- 
tary, we can choose 8, u 8 Y to be complementary also. 
Proof The first part follows directly from the lemma. The second part 
can only fail if h E 8, and the complement i of h lies in By, or conversely. 
Without loss of generality assume the first. Elementary counting shows that 
there is an element e e E,\(B,u f  u g) whose complement is not in BwY. 
Then we can write fi = (&,u B,up)\e with B, = (B,u e)\h and B,u B, 
complementary. We must show A, to be a base of A?~. But B, = BY u g is 
a base of ~2’~; relabelling Y and V with U and X gives a cobase of AX, 
which is exactly E,\(&ufi. But then &u f  is a base of ~9’~ and hence & 
a base of A$$. 
Now we relate certain circuits in A@ to the occurrence of case (I) in 
Theorem 2.1. Recall that a signed subset of 8 is complementary if it con- 
tains neither both Ui and yi for any i nor both vj and Xj for any j. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let c be a positive complementary circuit in A? containing 
p. Then alternative (I) of Theorem 2.1 holds. 
Proof By Lemma 4.1 there are positive circuits c, = Cx u g + and 
c, = (5, u f  + of J& and JY, and since C is complementary we have 
Ui $ C, or yi # e Y for each i and Xj # C, or Vj $Z1 Y for each j. NOW let C, be 
the circuit of Ax corresponding to c, and C, the circuit of AY 
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corresponding to c,. Then gE C,+ and CT c (fj and f~ Cc, C; G (g>. 
Now by relabelling Y and V in C, with U and X we get a cocircuit D, of 
AX, with YE D,+ and D; c (81. Moreover, complementarity implies 
GnDx~ {fig>, so that alternative (I) holds. 
Next we find a configuration in & that implies that alternative (II) 
holds. We say that (signed) sets S and T in E are mutually complementary if 
each is complementary and if, whenever S contains uj( uj, yi, x,), then T 
does not contain yi(Xj, ui, vi). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let c be a positive circuit of A? and c1 a circuit of J$? 
that is positive on Xv Y. Suppose p E cc, c and e1 \cI- are mutually com- 
plementary, and either yi E C’ and ui E Cc for some i or Xj E C’ and V~ E Cc 
for some j. Then alternative (II) of Theorem 2.1 holds. 
ProoJ Since c is a circuit of A, we have c E Vu Y or c G Uu X. 
Assume the first-the proof for the other case is analogous. Then c is a cir- 
cuit of Jy\f = JR y\f/g. By relabelling V and Y with X and U we obtain a 
cocircuit of AX\g/’ Let D, be the corresponding cocircuit of AX. Then 
f# D, and & G (g>. We must now show that g E D$. By Lemma 4.1, the 
circuit c1 is of the form CXl u crl up +, where c,, = CXl u g + is a circuit 
of JX. Now c,, corresponds to a circuit C,, of AX, with g E C,+, . We now 
investigate the orthogonality of CX1 and D,. For each x, E D,‘, VIE c’; 
since C and c1 \c; are mutually complementary, and c1 is positive on X, 
we have xj $ Cl--hence Xj $ CZl. For each ui E D$, yi E C’; from mutual 
complementary of C and C1 \C; we find Ui $ eI or ui E cc-hence ui 4 CXl 
or ui E C;i. Moreover, for some i we have Ui E D$ n C,, . Since f 4 D,, 
orthogonality of CX1 and D, then implies g E DG. Thus alternative (II) of 
Theorem 2.1 holds. 
5. THE ALGORITHM TO PROVE THEOREM 2.1 
We prove Theorem 2.1 constructively in this section by giving a com- 
plementary pivoting algorithm that generates configurations verifying the 
hypotheses of either Theorem 4.3 or 4.4. This algorithm was introduced in 
[ 171 and generalizes Lemke’s algorithm [ 13 3 for the linear complemen- 
tarity problem to oriented matroids. The algorithm operates on an exten- 
sion of the enlarged matroid J,&?. This is the only way we know to prove its 
finite convergence, and also demonstrates its relation to the algorithms for 
quadratic programming and linear complementarity problems in oriented 
matroids. However, for a particular extension of J?, the algorithm can also 
be implemented directly on the original matroid AX: this is discussed in 
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the next section. The situation is analogous to the representable case: 
Dantzig’s self-dual parametric algorithm can operate on tableaus of size 
(m + 2) x (m + n + 3), but is also a special case of Lemke’s algorithm for 
the linear complementarity problem, which operates on larger tableaus of , 
size (m + n) x (2m + 2n + 2). 
We seek a positive complementary circuit c in A that contains p. We 
first construct an extension J&? of J$? that has a positive complementary 
circuit containing p. Let E = ,??u q, where q 4 & and let J@ be any exten- 
sion of A to E so that 
(i) Uu I/u q is the underlying set of a positive circuit of J@ ; and 
(ii) q is nondegenerate, i.e., every circuit containing q contains 
m + n + 1 elements. 
From Section 3, the extension of A by q = - lex (u, ,..., ul, u, ,..., u1 ) 
satisfies these conditions, and we will discuss this particular choice later. In 
the representable case, this corresponds to perturbing b to 
b + t(P+” ,..., E’+~)* and c to c - t(f ,..., al)* for t$ 1. However, (i) and (ii) 
suffice; thus there is a class of algorithms corresponding to different exten- 
sions d of Jat, which have been characterized by Las Vergnas [ 111. 
The algorithm proceeds from one positive complementary circuit of J$! 
to another using pivoting, as described in the following theorem. (This 
result is (4.2) in [ 171; it is also closely related to Bland’s claim 4.3 [2], but 
the uniqueness here is crucial.) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A$? = (E, %?) be an oriented matroid, and let e, and e2 
be distinct elements of E. Let Cl be a circuit of J&? containing e, but not e2, 
and let C2 be a circuit of A&’ contained in (C, \e,) u e2. Suppose 
(C;t (7 C, ) v (Cc n C,+ ) # @. Then there is a unique circuit C = C( Cl, C,) 
of A such that 
(a) CECluC2; 
(b) C+nC;=C-nC;t=%;and 
(c) e,EC ande,E(C+nC2+)u(CPnC;). 
To obtain the lirst positive complementary circuit, proceed as follows. 
Let cP and c, be the fundamental circuits of d associated with the base 
Uu I/ and p and q respectively. Then c, is positive by (i), and if cP is 
positive we are done. Otherwise let c, = C(c,, C,,); c, is positive, com- 
plementary and contains both p and q. 
At a general stage of the algorithm, we will have such a circuit c,. Let e’ 
be the unique element that has just left c, : e’ E C, _ 1 \C, if k > 1, otherwise 
e’ E C, \C,. We now choose e to be the complement of e’ (i.e., if 
e’ = ui (vj, yi, xi), let e = yi (xj, ui, vi)), and let C be the fundamental circuit 
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associated with the base i5, \p and e. If C is positive the algorithm ter- 
minates. Otherwise, we set C, + 1 = C( C,, C). If 4 4 C, + 1 we have found the 
desired positive complementary circuit in 2. Otherwise we continue. 
The combinatorial arguments of [ 13, 141 imply that cycling is 
impossible [17], so that either a positive C is found at some iteration or a 
positive complementary circuit of A! is obtained. We therefore have: 
THEOREM 5.2. The algorithm produces either 
(a) a positive complementary circuit c of A# with p E e; or 
(b) a positive complementary circuit c, of & containing both p and q 
and a positive complementary circuit c of A- not containing p with c, and c 
mutually complementary and c n (Xv Y) # @. 
There is an alternate way to describe the algorithm that is more con- 
venient for the implementation of the next section. Given Ck, e’ and e as 
above, let C’ be the fundamental circuit associated with the base c, \q and 
e. If c’ is positive and contains p, case (a) above occurs with C = C’. If C’ 
is positive and does not contain p, then case (b) above obtains with C= C’. 
If C’ is not positive, set C = C(C,, C’). If C does not contain p then case 
(b) again arises; otherwise, let C, + 1 = C and continue. 
Our aim now is to show that, if case (b) occurs, then the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.4 hold. Henceforth assume that C, and C are as in (b). 
LEMMA 5.3. q $ c. 
Proof By contradiction. Suppose q E C’. Now q E ( - C,) -. Pick any 
element of c n (Xu Y), say Xj. By the strong signed circuit elimination 
axiom (Theorem 2.1 of [ 31) there are circuits ci of d, i = 1,2, with 
2;: zC’ \q, c; E Uu V and XjEci, VjEcl. Since c, and c, are cir- 
cuits of A, we have c, a circuit of AX\g and c, a circuit of J,v Let C1 
be the corresponding circuit of A” and C2 the corresponding circuit of A’,, 
and let D2 E AX be obtained from C2 by relabelling V and Y by X and U. 
We will show that C1 and D2 are not orthogonal. We have g $ Ci , f# D,. If 
uiED~,yiEZ;~,acontradiction.IfuiEDz+,y~E~2f,soyiEC+,u~4C+,~~ 
Ui#C,+* If XjlE Cc, Xj~E Z;, a contradiction. If Xj*E C,+, Xi’ E Z1:, SO 
Xj’E C’; hence V~ 4 C+, vj’$ C,+, and XjJ $ D2+. Moreover, XjE C,+ and 
Xj E D; . Thus C1 and D2 are not orthogonal, a contradiction. 
Hence C is a positive circuit of A? as required in Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.4. If case (b) of Theorem 5.2 occurs, then the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. 
Proof We already have a suitable circuit %. Suppose Xj E C’ (the proof 
for yi is similar). Now use the strong signed circuit elimination axiom again 
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on c, and -c, to eliminate q and obtain a circuit e1 with t[ E c,+ \q, 
~,cUuVandu~E~1.Ifp4~: we get a contradiction exactly as in the 
proof of Lemma 5.3 (with c, & taking the place of ci, c,). Thus p E CT. 
Next, c, \c; is contained in c,+ \q, so is clearly mutually complementary 
with c. Finally, we have xi E c’ and Uj E CF. Thus all hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. 
Theorems 4.3, 4.4, 5.2, and 5.4 prove Theorem 2.1. 
6. IMPLEMENTING A PARTICULAR VERSION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Here we discuss how the choice q = - lex (v, ,..., ul, u, ,..., u,) leads to an 
algorithm that can be performed efficiently using “simplex tableaus” for the 
matroid AX as in [2]. The essential ideas are that circuits in d involving q 
are determined by circuits of J@ by Proposition 3.5, and these in turn are 
constructed from circuits of J@~ and JY by Lemma 4.1. 
These simplifications would arise for any lexicographic extension of A 
to J. The particular choice above also yields a further interesting 
property. The algorithm can be divided into a “phase I,” attaining 
feasibility, and a “phase II,” attaining optimality: that is, feasibility, once 
attained, is preserved. In the representable case, this feature follows 
intuitively from the fact that the perturbations to the right-hand sides, 
(6 
m+?l 
,..‘, &1 +n)T, are infinitesimal compared to the perturbations to the 
objective function coefficients, (Ed,..., cl)‘. 
This section establishes the property above and describes the pivot rules 
in the matroid AX. 
First, to give some preview of the general case, we will give these rules 
for real linear programming problems. Interestingly, these require a 
minimum ratio test to determine the entering variable as well as one for 
identifying the leaving variable. 
As discussed above, the choice q = - lex (u,,..., ul, u, ,..., u,) corresponds 
to a variant of Dantzig’s self-dual parametric algorithm where b is pertur- 
bed to b + t(P+n ,..., E’+~)~ and c to c- t(&” ,..., sl)=. A sequence of pivots is 
made with t decreasing monotonically to zero. Note that when t becomes 
4 E-’ -“, the unperturbed solution is feasible, and thus feasibility is preser- 
ved once attained. Moreover, it can be seen that for t %>E-“, the objective 
function is essentially - (Ed,..., E’)* while the constraints become satisfied 
one by one. For t$e-‘-“, the constraints are satisfied and the objective 
function is essentially (cl, c2,..., Cj, ---c!-~C~, -6-1812,.*.)T for some j 
and 0 < 6 + 1; thus the variables are added one by one. There is a close 
relationship with Bland’s pivot rule [2] except that each subproblem with 
a subset of variable is solved parametrically rather than by considering its 
subproblem recursively. 
582b/39/2-2 
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An initial tableau for the real linear programming problem can be writ- 
ten as 
f -cTx=O, 
u+Ax=b, 
u > 0, x 2 0, 
where Ui is used to represent a variable of the problem as well as an 
element of U, etc. At any given iteration, we write the tableau as 
where B indexes the basic variables; thus f~ B, g 4 B. Also, let zhe be - 1 if 
e = h and zero otherwise for each h 4 B. The base B is feasible if zbg \< 0 for 
all b E By, and lexico-feasible if 
is lexicopositive (i.e., its first nonzero entry is positive) for all b E BVI 
The pivot rules are as follows. In phase I, to attain lexico-feasibility, we 
choose the leaving variable w  E B\ f to have z,, > 0 and 
Note that, if Ui,..., u, are in B, uj, for j > i, can be chosen to leave only if 
rbR<o for all bEBn({u,,..., Ui-1 > u X). Thus the algorithm adds con- 
straints one at a time, when feasibility for the subproblem involving only 
earlier constraints is achieved. If z,, > 0 for all e, the problem is infeasible. 
Otherwise, we choose the entering variable r to satisfy z,, < 0 and 
In phase II, when a lexicofeasible base B is available, we choose the 
entering variable w  to satisfy zfu, < 0 (if there is none we are optimal) and 
Note that, if Xj,..., x, are not in B, xk, for k > j, can be chosen to enter only 
if rye>0 for all eE UU {XI,..., Xj-1 }. Thus the algorithm adds variables one 
at a time, when optimality for the subproblem involving only earlier 
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variables is achieved. If zbw < 0 for all 6, the problem is unbounded. 
Otherwise, the leaving variable r is chosen to maintain lexico-feasibility: 
r,, > 0 and 
This concludes the discussion of the pivot rules in the representable case. 
To treat the general case, we first introduce the notion of tableau [2]. 
Let A = (E, %) be an oriented matroid, and let B be a base of A. Suppose 
IBj = r and 1 E( = k. Then T&(B) is the Y x k matrix with rows indexed by B 
and columns by E, whose rows are the signed incidence vectors of the fun- 
damental cocircuits of LA;e associated with the cobase E\B and the elements 
of B. When no confusion can result, we write T(B). It follows easily that 
the columns of T(B) correspond to signed incidence vectors of the signed 
sets R(e, B) for each e E E; see [2]. If b E B and e E E we write the (or 
the(B)) for the entry of 7’(B) in the row corresponding to b and the column 
corresponding to e. (If JJ%’ is represented by the columns (a,), E A of a matrix 
A, then T(B) corresponds to the usual tableau for the base B. This is the 
array (rb,) giving the coefficients of the representation of each column of A 
in terms of the basic columns: a, = C bE B rbe ab. Indeed, tb, is then the sign 
(0, + or -1) or r&.) If t&#O for some eEE\B, then B’=(Bue)\b is 
also a base of ~8. We say that the replacement of T(B) by T(B’) is a pivot 
on position (b, e) of T(B) or on t&. 
Let h be a distinguished element of E, and suppose h is nondegenerate in 
the sense that every circuit of JG! containing h has cardinality r + 1. 
Suppose B is a base of A%? such that the fundamental circuit associated with 
B and h is positive. Thus tb, (B) < 0 for all b E B. Now pick any 
e E E\(B u h). If the 6 0 for all b E B then there is a positive circuit in B u e. 
So assume that the > 0 for some b E B. Then it follows from Theorem 5.1 
that there is a unique c E B such that a pivot on position (c, e) yields T(P) 
with tbh (B’) < 0 for all b E B’. Moreover, t,,(B) > 0. 
We now introduce some terminology for bases and tableaus of the 
matroid .R;lX. A base B, of J&~ with f~ B,, g 4 B, is called a simpZex base 
and its tableau T= T,, (B,) a simplex tableau. If tbg < 0 for all b E BX\fwe 
say B, is (primal) feasible. In this case, the circuit C,= 
( - RdX (g, B,)) u g + corresponding to the g-column of T satisfies g E C,+ 
and C, c If>. If tfe > 0 for all e 5 EX \g, we say B, is duaZ feasible; then the 
cocircuit D, corresponding to thef-row of T satisfiesfE D,+ and D, G (g]. 
If B, is both primal and dual feasible, it is optimal; CX and D, as above 
verify alternative (I) of Theorem 2.1. 
Next suppose t& > 0 for some b E B,\f with the 2 0 for all e E E. Then the 
b-row of T corresponds to a cocircuit B, verifying alternative (II) of 
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Theorem 2.1; we say BX demonstrates (primal) infeasibility. Similarly, if 
tfe < 0 for some e E E,\g with t,, < 0 for all b E B,, we say B, demonstrates 
dual infeasibility; the circuit c, corresponding to the e-column of T verifies 
alternative (II) of Theorem 2.1. if, moreover, B, is feasible, we say B, leads 
to an unbounded solution. 
To describe our algorithm we need notions of lexicographic feasibility. 
Let h be the first element of ul, u2 ,..., u,,f, g in R,, (g, Uuf) u g. Then 
k ,u m ,**a, u1 ,f}\h is independent. Let g’ = lex ((g, -u, ,..., - u1 ,f)\h) (i.e., 
h is omitted from the list) extend AX to ~4’;. We say B, is Zexico-(primal) 
feasible if R-&i( g’, B,) E (J ). This can be shown to hold (using 
Proposition 3.5) iff 
is positive on E,\f, or equivalently iff 
is lexicopositive for all b E B,\J Indeed, if g is a loop, h =g and 
RM, (g, B,) is empty. If h = ui, the presence of R,, (uj, B,) is immaterial 
since it contains only elements in “earlier” sets and possibly J: Finally, 
R&Q (f, 4) = ({fh 0) can be omitted. Note that g’ is nondegenerate in 
A;and hence in M’J,f; thus if B, is lexico-feasible and for some e E E,\f, 
the > 0 for some b E B,\f, then there is a unique CE B,\f such that 
(B, u e)\c is lexico-feasible. Finally, let f’ = -1ex (o, ,..., v,) extend My to 
A!;. We say B, is lexico-dual-feasible if R>;(f’, BY) c (g}, where 
BY= J%\Bx, with U and X relabelled Y and V. (Note that there is no 
reference to the original objective element J) This holds iff 
R./r, (%, B,)o -+- OR,, (vl, B,) 
is positive on E, \g. For h 4 B,, let t,, = - 1 if e = h and the = 0 otherwise. 
Then B, is lexico-dual-feasible iff 
t-t x,e Y”‘, -L,J 
is lexicopositive for all e E E,\( B, u g). In this case, if for some b CF B,\f, 
the < 0 for some e E E,\g, then there is a unique h E E,\(B, u g) such that 
(B,\b) u h is lexico-dual-feasible. 
A pivot on position (6, e) is called a dual simplex pivot if B, is lexico- 
dual-feasible but not lexico-feasible, tbg > 0, the c 0 and the pivot maintains 
lexico-dual-feasibility (i.e., (B, u e) \b is lexico-dual-feasible). It is called a 
primal simplex pivot if Bx is lexico-feasible but not dual feasible, tfe < 0, 
the > 0 and the pivot maintains lexico-feasibility. We shall show 
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THEOREM 6.1. The algorithm of Section 5 with q = -1ex 
(t’ n,*.-, 111, %n,***, 4) can be simulated by a sequence of pivots in simplex 
tableaus of Ax. Moreover, these pivots are dual simplex pivots until lexico- 
feasibility is attained, and then primal simplex pivots. The algorithm ter- 
minates with either a base B, demonstrating infeasibility, a base leading to 
an unbounded solution, or an optimal base. 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of this result. First, note 
that the algorithm of Section 5 can be viewed as generating a sequence of 
bases Bk = & \q, k = 1, 2 ,..., of A@ and pivoting in the corresponding 
tableaus Tk = T,- (Bk) to maintain f& < 0 for all b. Initially we have 
B” = Uu V, and we pivot in the column corresponding to p. If cp is not 
positive, cp > 0 for some b and such a pivot is possible. Subsequently, we 
pivot in the column corresponding to the complement e of the element e’ 
that has just left the basis. If fbe > 0 for some b, the pivot is chosen to main- 
tain fb4 < 0 for all b. If fbbe < 0 for all b, with fpe < 0, then the fundamental 
circuit associated with the current base and e is positive, complementary, 
and contains p; hence we are done. If the 6 0 for all b and tpe = 0, then the 
fundamental circuit associated with the current base and e is the circuit c 
of Theorem 5.2, and alternative (II) of Theorem 2.1 holds. 
Unfortunately, the description above seems to require that we maintain 
the large tableau Tk = Tx(Bk). We shall show below that it is sufficient to 
deal with small tableaus T’ associated with the original matroid yaks; we 
can generate information about the large tableau from such a small tableau 
as necessary. 
Let us write B for Bk. Note that B is also a base of A+$?, since it does not 
contain q. By Proposition 3.5, we have 
-Ka(q, @=R.,&,, B)o *** oR&q(vl, B)oR&,, jqo *-* OR&(&, q(l) 
Next, by Corollary 4.2, B is of the form (8, u P Y up)\h, where 8, and P y 
are bases of dX\g and d v\ f respectively, and h E 8, u P y up. Moreover, 
since B is complementary, we can choose B, u 8, to be complementary 
also; thus h is either p or the element of B that has just left B or its com- 
plement. Let B,= B,uf, a base of A&, and BY=BYug, a base of Jy. 
Then, relabelling V and Y with X and U, respectively, B, becomes the 
cobase E,\B, of AX. Thus the tableau T= TAX (B,) contains all the infor- 
mation Rdx(e, 8,) and RJJe, 8,); using this together with Lemma 4.1 
allows us to deal with (1). The lemmas and corollaries below make this 
precise. 
There are three cases depending on the omitted element h. If h =p, we 
say B is of type 0; if h E 8, of type I; and if h E By of type II. Trivially, we 
have 
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LEMMA 6.2. If i? is of type 0, we have 
RJ(t?, B) = 
i 
Rdx(e, B,) if eE UuX 
Rxy (e, 8,) if eE Vu Y. (2) 
LEMMA 6.3. If B is of type I, let B, = (Bx v g)\h. Then B, is a base of 
A+?~. For each e 6 V v Y we have 
R,- (e, B) = RJ~ (e, B *). (3) 
Now let e E Uv X. Then, ifg 4 RAN (e, Bx), 
RX (e, B) = R,-, (e, &A, (4) 
while if g E R3, (e, Bx), 
RK k @ = (hx (e, &)\g) 0 f  C -R&J; &I u P + I, (5) 
where the top (bottom) signs are taken together. 
Proof: If A, contained a circuit, then combining this with the fun- 
damental circuit of JY associated with 8, and f would yield by Lemma 4.1 
a circuit of J? contained in B, a contradiction. Now (3), (4), and (5) follow 
from parts (b), (a), and (c) of Lemma 4.1. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let B be of type I. Then R,- ( q, B) is negative iff 
Rx, (v,, &b s-9 J?s, (~1, &I (6) 
are positive, which implies that B, is lexico-dual-feasible. 
ProoJ: Suppose first (1) is positive. Then by (3), (6) must also be 
positive. Now U is a base of JX, so some RJ, (Ui, A,) contains g. Since 
pi R>( q, B), (5) implies that ge RLx(ui, A,) for the last such i. Thus (7) 
is positive. Conversely, suppose (6) and (7) are positive. Since V is a base 
of .k? Y, (6) must include all elements of BY, and thus (1) is positive on 8,. 
Similarly, g is in (7), and hence, by (5), (1) is positive on p. Finally, (1) is 
positive on B,\h because (7) is positive. 
The proof of the next two results are analogous. 
LEMMA 6.5. If B is of type II, let By = (B, uf) \h. Then By is a base of 
Jy. For each e E U v X we have 
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Now let e E Vu Y. Then, iff #RR,, (e, br), 
RX k B) = RJ, (e, &), (9) 
while iff E Rf,(e, by), 
where the top (bottom) signs are taken together. 
COROLLARY 6.6 Let B be of type II. Then RS ( q, B) is negative ijjf 
&zy (v,, &)o *a- oRdi;, (~1, &) (11) 
are positive, which implies that B, is lexico-feasible. 
Now we consider the behaviour of the algorithm. We start with the base 
B” = U u V and bring p into this base. We have B$ = Uuf, B”y = Vu g. If 
RJ (p, B”) = 0, then the fundamental circuit associated with p and B” is 
positive and we stop. Otherwise, p will enter the base and some 
h E R-J (p, Do) will leave to give B’ = (B” up)\h with R; ( q, gl) = 0. If 
h E V then B1 is of type II and B$ is lexico-feasible-we have already 
reached “phase II,” We will discuss this later. Thus suppose BO, is not 
lexico-feasible, so that h E U. 
If h = Ui, then RR* (uj, A,) (where Bx= (B$ug)\h) is just ({Us}, 0} for 
j # i. Moreover, since Ui E RJ (p, BO), Ui E RAx (g, U) and RJ, (ui, B,) is 
( - RJ:, (g, U) u g+ )\ui. Thus, to keep (7) positive, h must be the first Ui in 
Ri& (g9 w  
We next enter the complement yi of h into the base B’. The element z 
that leaves is an element of R$ ( yi, B’), which equals RAy ( y,, 8,) by (3), 
if one exists. If this set is empty, we have tu,g > 0 while tui, 2 0 for all e E E, 
(where T = TAX (B:)) so that B$ demonstrates infeasibility. Otherwise, 
some z E RA,, (yi, V) leaves. Since we wish to maintain lexico-dual- 
feasibility, it is easy to see that z is the first V~ in RJy (yi, V). These two 
changes of base take us to B* =([UUXj)\Ui]U [(VUyi)\Vi]Up)\xi. This 
corresponds to moving from B$ = U u f to Bk = ( U u f  u x~) \Ui via a pivot 
on position (Ui, Xi). Since Uj E R 3, (yi, V) and Ui E RJx (g, U), this is a dual 
simplex pivot. 
Let us suppose that a sequence of k = 21 iterations of the algorithm have 
taken us from B” to Bk and from B$ to Bi via a sequence of dual simplex 
pivots. Let us also assume that Bi is not lexico-feasible. We now enter the 
element h E Bi into Bk = (B[,u Bkup)\h. Let &= (&ug)\h. 
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Suppose the last dual simplex pivot was on position (e, h). Then we had 
t/-i>0 and t/-l eg eh < 0, and it follows that tkg < 0. Thus 
and, from (5), 
Hence p does not leave Bk. Moreover, if some z E B$ left, then Bk + ’ would 
be of type II and hence Bk lexico-feasible, contrary to assumption. If 
RJ (h, Bk) = @, then RJ, (g, EL) = 0 and so Bi would be lexico-feasible. 
Thus some w  E & leaves the base. We choose w  so that (7) remains 
positive; since A, becomes (&ug)\w we may find w  by attempting pivots 
on each position (w, g) until one is found that gives a tableau T with 
(tbz4, Y”.? tbu, ) (14) 
lexico-positive for each b E (&u g)\w. In this way, w  is determined; note 
that fig < 0, since w  E R-& (g, &). 
We must now enter the complement z of w  into Bk + ’ = (B$ u B$ up) \w. 
By (3) we have 
R,- (z, Bk + ‘) = Rd:, (z, &). 
If RJ, (z, 8:) = 0, then t’,, 20 for all e E E,\g; thus B$ demonstrates 
infeasibility. Otherwise, some element s E R&, (z, &,,) leaves the basis. We 
choose s so that (6) remains positive, i.e., to preserve lexico-dual-feasibility. 
Thus we pivot on position (w, r) of T’, where r is the complement of s, to 
obtain the new tableau T’+’ with 
(- t$l ,..., - t!$) (15) 
lexicopositive for all e E E,\(B:+ l ug). Note that t’,,.<O, since 
s E Rlj,(z, &). 
These two changes of base take us to Bk + 2 = (BF l u BF 1 up) \r, where 
B$+ 1 = (B>u T)\w. This corresponds to a dual simplex pivot on position 
(w, r). Hence the algorithm performs a sequence of dual simplex pivots 
until infeasibility is demonstrated or a lexico-feasible base is attained. 
Now suppose lexico-feasibility is attained, i.e., for some k = 21 
Bk = (9: u 8: up) \h, and Bk is lexico-feasible. Then, in ( 13), RJ., ( g, B&) 
is negative. If R d,, (f, j$) is also negative, then Bi is dual feasible and 
hence optimal. Otherwise, as h enters the base, some z E RJ, (f, Bk) leaves, 
since the leaving element must lie in R$ (h, Bk). Thus Bk + ’ = 
(&u P’\ up)\z is of type II and Corollary 6.6 applies. We thus find z from 
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(11). Since & becomes (8: uf)\z, we attempt pivots on positions (f, w) of 
T’ until one is found that gives a tableau T with 
k-t:.,,--, -t:,,) (16) 
lexicopositive for all e E E,\(&u g). Then z is the complement of w. Note 
that $ < 0, since z E: RA,, (f, &,). Next w  enters the base. From (8), 
RJ (w, gk+ ‘) = RIX( w, &). If RAX (w, B>) = 0, then Bk leads to an 
unbounded solution and we stop. Otherwise, some r E RJX (w, &) leaves 
the base, and (with s the complement of r) the new base 
jYjk+2 = ccc&J w)\rl u C@ Y u s)\z] up) \s is again of type II. Thus 
B:f ’ = (Bk u w)\r is lexico-feasible, and hence Y is chosen to maintain 
lexico-feasibility. Note that B:+ l is obtained from Bk by a pivot on position 
(r, w), and since f& < 0 and t:,,, > 0 (Y E RAX (u, 8:)) and B$ and B:f l are 
lexico-feasible, this is a primal simplex pivot. 
The arguments of the previous paragraph can be repeated almost word 
for word if the first base BO,= Uuf is lexico-feasible. In this case, as p 
enters the base, some z E R $, (f, V) leaves the base. In fact, it is not hard to 
see that the first oj in “A,, (f, V) leaves. (Of course, if there is none, then BO, 
is already optimal.) As before, we now enter its complement xi into the 
base. The pivot is chosen to maintain lexico-feasibility, and again this is a 
primal simplex pivot. 
Suppose we have taken a sequence of (dual and) primal simplex pivots 
to arrive at the lexico-feasible base Bi and the corresponding base 
Bk = (Bku B\up)\h of 3 with k = 21 and h E g$. Suppose the last pivot 
was on position (r, w) so that z&l < 0 and tf; l> 0; it follows that ti. > 0, 
and since h is the complement of r, h E R,y (f, &), Thus 
KT, (h, &) = V?sy CL &) uf- )\h, 
where & = (B’, uf) \h. Hence, by (lo), 
R,-(h,Bk)=Rdy(f,B;;)\h)oRJx(g,&.)up-. 
Thus RL (h, Bk) = RAY (f, B$). If this set is empty then Bi is dual feasible 
and hence optimal and we stop. Otherwise, the leaving element z is in 
R%, (f, B$), since it must lie in R$ (h, Bk). We find z from (11 ), by 
attempting pivots on positions (f, w) of T’ until one is found giving a 
tableau T with 
lexicopositive for all e E E,\(& u g). Then z is the complement of w. Note 
that $ < 0, since z E R & (f, B’,). If R3:, (w, &) = 0, then Bi leads to an 
unbounded solution and we stop. Otherwise, some Y E RAX (w, 8:) leaves 
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the base, and (with s the complement of r) the new base 
gk+*= ([(&uw)\r] u [(B’,us)\z] up)\s is again of type II. Thus by 
Corollary 6.6, B:+ 1 = (Bk u w)\r is lexico-feasible, and this determines the 
choice of Y. Note that tt,,, > 0, since r E R$X (w, Bk); thus we have performed 
a primal simplex pivot. 
We have now shown that the sequence of bases Bk of A@ can be deter- 
mined from a sequence Sk of bases of AX, and that the latter are obtained 
by possibly a sequence of dual simplex pivots to attain lexico-feasibility, 
followed by possibly a sequence of primal simplex pivots to attain 
optimality while preserving lexico-feasibility. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the “variable-dimen- 
sion” nature of the pivot rules. In phase I, the element w  that leaves the 
base Bk is chosen by criterion (14). Note that, if ui+ 1, ui+ *, * * . , U, are in 
the base, then Uj, j> i, 
bEPi\(ui+1,***, 
can only be chosen as w  if t& 6 0 for all 
u,}. Thus constraints after the ith are ignored until 
feasibility in the first i constraints is achieved. Moreover, (14) implies that, 
when this occurs, the first Uj with tl,g > 0 will leave the base. Next, the 
element r that enters the base is chosen by criterion (15). Suppose that 
xj+l xj+*,"', x, are not in the base Bi. Then xk, k > j, can only be chosen 
as Y if t’,,>O for all eEEX\(x,+l,..., x,, g}. Thus variables after the jth 
are ignored unless feasibility cannot be attained without their use. 
Moreover, (15) implies that, if this occurs, then the first xk with t',,, < 0 
will enter the base. 
Now consider phase II. The element w  that enters the base is now chosen 
by criterion (16). Suppose Xi+ 1, xj+ *, * * * , x, are not in the current base 
Bk. Then xk, k > j, cannot be chosen as w  unless tie > 0 for all 
eEEx\(xj+l,'*', x,, g}. Thus variables after the jth are ignored until 
optimality has been achieved for the subproblem with variables x1, * * *, Xj. 
Moreover, (16) implies that, if this occurs, then the first xk with tix, < 0 will 
enter the base. 
It is straightforward to see that the pivot rules we have developed above 
specialize when AX is representable to those given at the beginning of the 
section. We omit the details. 
7. CONSTRUCTIVE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
Here we show that the algorithm of [ 17) also proves Theorem 2.2, 
which we restate here for convenience. 
Let E= Uu Vu YuX, g=Eup, and let A$? = (& 0) be an oriented 
matroid with dual (J??, 4). Let J# = A?\p. We assume throughout this sec- 
tion that the following conditions hold: 
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(a) Uu V is a base of 4; 
(b) A* is the switch of A!; and 
(c) there is no strictly sign-reversing (ssr) signed set in the signed 
span of the circuits of A \ Y/V nor of &\X/V. 
We wish to prove that precisely one of the following holds: 
(I) There is a positive complementary circuit C E Q? with p E c. 
(II) There is a positive cocircuit fi E &J with p E fi and either 
(VuY)nl6=(25 or (UuX)nl6=0. 
It is clear by orthogonality of C and B that at most one of (I) and (II) 
holds. To show that one does hold, we proceed as in Section 5 to construct 
an extension A@ of A? to E = i’u q with Uu Vu q the underlying set of a 
positive circuit of x and q nondegenerate. Now according to Theorem 5.2, 
the algorithm of [ 171 either produces a circuit C verifying (I) or proves 
constructively 
(II’) There is a positive complementary circuit Ck of x containing both 
p and q and a positive complementary circuit C of x not containing p with 
C, and C mutually complementary and e n (Xu Y) # 0. 
Our aim is to prove that (II’) implies (II) and in fact yields the desired 
6. 
LEMMA 7.1. The oriented matroids ~lyifui and ~\xj~Vj satisfy (a)-(b) 
(with the obvious replacements of U by U\ui, Y by Ybi or V by V\Vj, X by 
x\xj)* 
Proof. Consider A’ = ~\viJui. Clearly (U\Ui) u V is a base of A%“. Let 
C’ be a circuit of A%?‘. Then C’ corresponds to a circuit C of A with yj 4 C. 
The switch D of C is a circuit of A* and D’ = Dlyi is easily seen to be a 
circuit of A* \Ui/yi = (A’)*. But D’ is the switch of C’. The converse is 
similar. Finally, consider (c). We have A’ \( Ylyi)/‘( U\ui) = A\ Y/U, 
which has no ssr set in the signed span of its circuits. If K’ is ssr and lies in 
the signed span of the circuits of A?‘\X/V, then K’ is the conformal com- 
position C; 0 . *. 0 CL of such circuits. Each Cj is a circuit of 
(JZ\X/V)\yJui, and hence corresponds to a circuit Cj of A\X/V, and the 
composition K = C1 0 * a. 0 C, is then ssr and lies in the signed span of the 
circuits of A\X/V, contradicting (c). 
The crucial result we need is the following. Unfortunately we have been 
unable to find a proof avoiding the inelegant case analysis below. 
LEMMA 7.2. (i) Each complementary circuit in A lies in U u X or in 
vu Y. 
(ii) .A has no ssr circuit. 
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Proof: By induction on m + n, the rank of J%!. If m + n = 1, then either 
U = Y = @ or V= X = 0, in which case (i) is trivial and (ii) follows from 
(c). Now assume (i) and (ii) are true for m + n < k, and suppose A has 
m+n=k. 
We prove (i) by contradiction. Assume C is a complementary circuit in 
A, and distinguish the following cases. 
Case ia. C contains two elements of U, say uh and Uj, or two elements 
of V. Suppose the first; the other case is analogous. If C & Uu X, then C 
contains some element e of Vu Y. But then &bh/uh has the complemen- 
tary circuit C\u,, which contains both Uj and e. This violates our inductive 
hypothesis (i) by Lemma 7.1. 
Case ib. C contains some Uj and some Uj. Because Uu V is a base, C 
also contains some XE X or some y E Y. Assume the first: then C\uj is a 
complementary circuit of Abj/uj containing both ~j and X, contradicting 
our inductive hypothesis (i). 
Case 1~. C contains just one Uj and no Vj, or just one Uj and no uj. 
Assume the first. If C & U u X, C contains some yh. Since C\uj is a com- 
plementary circuit in JVbj/uj, inductive hypothesis (i) implies that C con- 
tains no Xi. Now C contains a complementary circuit in &\X/V that con- 
tains Uj (and, since U is a base of A \X/V, some y,); thus a contradiction 
to inductive hypothesis (i) arises using Lemma 7.1 repeatedly unless 
X= V= 0. Moreover, if yh 4 C for some h # i, then C contains a com- 
plementary circuit in &bh/u, containing Uj, again contradicting inductive 
hypothesis (i). Thus yh E C for each h # i. Hence YLyj is independent and 
can be extended to a base B of & by adjoining, say, uh, h # i. Let C1 be the 
fundamental circuit associated with the base B and yj. Note that C is 
(possibly the negative of) the fundamental circuit associated with B and uj. 
Switch signs if necessary so that Ui E C+ and assume y, E C’. Then the 
cocircuit D which is the switch of C has yj E D + and uh E D T. Since C, and 
D are orthogonal and meet at most in yj and uh:, with yj E CT, we have 
uh E Cf. Thus C2 = CO ( - C,) is in the signed span of the circuits of A, 
with ui E C,+ , YiEC2, uhEC2+ and Yh E C$ . Hence Cz is ssr, contradicting 
(c), since we have shown in this case that X = V= 0. 
Case id. C c Xu Y. Suppose C @ X and C g Y. First assume C misses 
some Xj~ X. By the inductive hypothesis (i), C cannot be a circuit of 
A\Xj/Vj, SO there is a circuit C, of 4 containing tlj and otherwise only 
elements of C. Since C1 is complementary, by the cases above C1 c Vu Y. 
Now choose signs so that C and + C1 disagree on some yj and perform a 
signed elimination of yj to get a complementary circuit C2 including uj and 
all members of C n X. A contradiction then arises as in case ic. Similarly, 
we obtain a contradiction if any yj does not belong to C, and we conclude 
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that C = Xu Y. Pick any xi and any yi and assume without loss of 
generality that Xj E C+ and yi E C”. Let D be the switch of C so that 
D=UU V, VjED+ and UiED ‘. If B = (C \xi) u Ui contained a circuit Ci 
(necessarily containing Ui), then C1 could not be orthogonal to D; hence B 
is a base of A. Let C1 be the fundamental circuit associated with B and ~j. 
By orthogonality with D we have DjE C,+ and Ui E CF. NOW Cl \Vj is a cir- 
cuit in di+V\Xj/Uj, so by inductive hypothesis (ii) it cannot be ssr; thus 
yi $ CF. If yi # C1, then C1 is complementary, and since it contains both Vj 
and Ui, this contradicts Case ib. Hence yi E C: . Now let C2 be obtained 
from C and - C1 by signed elimination of yi. Then Xj E C,+ (since 
C2 # -C,) and C2 contains Ui or Uj (C, # C). Moreover, orthogonality 
with D shows Ui E C2 and Uj E CT SO C2 is ssr. But Ui E Cz, yi $ Cz, SO Cz\Ui 
is an ssr circuit in ~Ivi/ui; this contradicts the inductive hypothesis (ii). 
Cases ia-id establish the inductive step for (i). 
Now assume C is an ssr circuit of A. We wish to obtain a contradiction. 
Again we proceed by cases. 
Case iia. For some i, Ui E C and yi $ C, or for some j, ~j E C and Xj $ C. 
Assume the first. Then C\ui is an ssr circuit in ~lyi/ui, contradicting 
inductive hypothesis (ii). 
Thus we may partition I = { 1,2, * a., m} into I1 = {i: C contains both Ui 
and yi (with opposite signs)), Z2 = (i: C contains yi but not ui), and 
Z3 = {i: C contains neither Ui nor yi}.’ Define J1, Jz, and J3 similarly. We 
know that II u J1 # 0. 
Case iib. I1 # 0, and I3 # 0, or J1 # 0 and J3 # 0. Assume the first. 
Choose h E I,, i E I,. Now if Ui $ cl(C) = cl(C bh), then C is an ssr circuit in 
AY bil”i9 contradicting inductive hypothesis (ii). (Recall that cl(F), the 
closure of FE E, is F together with all e such that e E C’ E Fu e for some 
circuit C’ of A.) So there is a circuit C1 contained in (C\yh)u Ui. Since 
ui E Ci, yi# C1, Cl\Ui is a circuit in &\yi/Ui; hence C1 cannot be ssr by 
inductive hypothesis (ii). Thus C and C1 disagree in sign somewhere. Using 
Theorem 5.1, let C2 = C(C, C,); then C2 is ssr or complementary. In the 
first case, a contradiction arises by Case iia. In the second, we contradict (i) 
which we have just proved, since Ui and y, both belong to Cz. 
Case iic. Z,#@andJ,#@,orJ,#@andZ,#@.LethEI,,jEJ,.A 
contradiction arises exactly as in Case iib, replacing y, by uh, Ui by Uj, and 
yi by Xj throughout. 
Now II u J1 # 0 implies I3 = J3 = 0, and hence that Xu YE C. Since C 
contains at most m + n + 1 elements, only two cases remain. 
Case iid. II1 ) = 1 and I3 = J1=J3=0,0r IJII=l and J3=II=Z3=0. 
Again we assume the first, since the contradiction in the second case is 
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obtained similarly. Let i E I, and choose j E J2. Reverse signs if necessary so 
that UiE C+, yj~ C- and assume X~E C’. Let D be the switch of C SO that 
D is a cocircuit of A with uiED+, yip D+, II~ED’ and DE UU VUyi. 
Since [Cl = m + n + 1, Cbi is a base. Let C1 be the fundamental circuit 
associated with Cb, and vj. By orthogonality with D we have uj E C,+ and 
Ui E CT. By (i) we cannot have Ci complementary, so X~E Ci. Now C\uj is 
a circuit of ~Lvi/Ui, SO by inductive hypothesis (ii), C cannot be ssr, so 
XjEClf. Thus C and El C1 differ in sign at least on Xj, so using 
Theorem 5.1 we can find C2 = C(C, T C,). Then YiE CT, Uj E C$ and 
XIEC2+ or Xj#C,. Moreover, UiEC+ and uiE(m Cl)‘, SO that uiEC2+. 
We conclude that C2 is ssr, but since it contains both ui and Vj this con- 
tradicts our earlier cases. 
We have now established the inductive step for (ii), and hence the 
lemma. 
COROLLARY 7.3. The signed span of the circuits of AS? contains no ssr 
signed set. 
Proof. Suppose C, in the signed span of the circuits of A, is ssr. Then 
C has a conformal decomposition into circuits C, , C2, * * * , C,. If any Ci is 
ssr, this violates (ii) in Lemma 7.2, so each C, is complementary. By Lem- 
ma 7.2(i), each Ci lies in Vu Y or in Uu X. Suppose without loss of 
generality that uiE C+, yip C-, UiE C,+ and yj E CF. Let D1 be the switch 
of C1 . Then D, is a cocircuit of J&’ with yi E 0;’ A Cc . Also, yh E C: 
implies y, E C’, whence uh E C” or uh 4 C; hence uh E C,f or uh # C, so that 
Y,EDF or Ydm- Similarly, Uj E Cg implies ~j E Df or V~ 4 D,. Thus C2 
and D1 are not orthogonal, a contradiction. 
Now we are prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, by 
establishing 
LEMMA 7.4. rf (II’) holds, then so does (II). 
Proof: Let C, and C verify (II’). Suppose first that q E e. Let C1 be the 
positive circuit in Uu Vu q. Since C meets Xu Y, suppose without loss of 
generality that Xj E C. Then by the strong signed elimination of q between C 
and - C,, we can get a circuit C, that is sign-reversing with ~j E CT and a 
circuit C3 that is sign-reversing with Xj E C,+ . Hence C2 0 C3 is ssr and lies in 
the signed span of the circuits of A, a contradiction to Corollary 7.3. Thus 
q +! e, and C is therefore a positive complementary circuit in A. By Lem- 
ma 7.2(i), % lies in Uu X or Vu Y. Thus, if D is the switch of C, after a 
possible change of signs, D is a positive complementary cocircuit of d con- 
tained in Uu X or in Vu Y. Let fi be the corresponding cocircuit of A. It 
remains to prove that p E fi +. 
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Now let c, be the circuit of A? resulting from signed elimination of q in 
c, and -c, with&&. Suppose 6 c Uu Xup; the case fi 5 Vu Yup 
is similar. For each Ui E fi, yi E C and hence Ui 4 C,. Let Cki be the circuit of 
A? resulting from signed elimination of q in c, and - c, with ui E Ed. Let 
ck be the composition of c, and all such eki’S, so that 6, is in the signed 
span of the circuits of A. NOW Ui E B + implies ui E Ci and hence ui E Ci, 
while xi E b + implies ,uj E C +, Xj 4 C, and hence xj 6 e,. Hence 
orthogonality of & and D requires that p E fi +. This concludes the proof. 
Note that b is obtained constructively from c. Thus the algorithm of 
[ 171 proves Theorem 2.2 constructively. 
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